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The goal of Dataset QC is verify that a dataset’s contents match its description.

In the narrow sense, this is a defined problem: are the expected files and structure present?

Why are Dataset QC procedures needed?

So that your dataset is usable, both by you now and by people (including you) in the future. 

To maximize chances that analyses produce accurate results: very nice (but false) blobs can come from errors.

Organized files are necessary (BIDS is good!) but not sufficient: a valid dataset can still be 

unusable.

To prepare for submitting the dataset to a repository (e.g., NDAR, openneuro.org).

Dataset QC is not only a chore to be done at the end of a project, but procedures

to be woven into all stages: data acquisition, processing, and analysis. 

… contaminated by artifact, incorrect participant instructions, etc., etc. 

… this talk is organized into acquisition, processing, and analysis stages, but the 

concepts and suggestions are not that discrete.



What can Dataset QC look like in practice?

I’ll start with how I ran an experiment back in 2007, which 

will probably still sound very familiar.

I did preprocessing in SPM with a combination of clicking 

through menus and batch jobs, documented with Word 

notes and screenshots.

I put the files for each participant in separate directories, 

checking by eye that the naming was consistent.

I later summarized analyses and results in Word, copy-

pasting images and tables from SPM and R output. 

Is this “manual” procedure horrible?

No. I could find the files and results after 12 years. With only 

16 participants (!) and two people running the experiment, I 

think we did keep everything consistent and as described.

Is this “manual” procedure perfect?

No. I’ll point out flaws and better solutions in the rest of this talk. Let’s try a poll!

Two people were involved in data collection; we used scripts 

for key screening questions and instructions.

LIVE POLL SLIDE IS NEXT - WEBSITE: gmp3.cnf.io



Live Content Slide

When playing as a slideshow, this slide will display live content

Poll: How many participants are in a typical neuroimaging 

dataset you work with now?



A fundamental problem with manual workflows: they don’t scale up. 

In the DMCC project we have around 90 subjects (so 

far), each of whom have at least 3 scanning sessions; 

8 task and 2 resting state runs per session.

https://pages.wustl.edu/dualmechanisms

And the DMCC is not an extraordinarily large project: 1200 participants in 

the Young Adult HCP, 500,000 in the UK Biobank.

… I won’t be clicking through 100,000 files to confirm they’re present and 

have sensible contents.

For example, we humans aren’t great at visual search.

ID is 849771 

instead of 849971

… that’s a small error, but could cause large problems:

if the transposed ID matches another ID we could use the wrong file

the file will appear missing when the dataset is submitted to a 

repository … etc.

Manual workflows are not robust to human nature.

Find the subject 

ID with a typo!

But even if I wanted to try, I’d probably make mistakes.



File checking after data collection is necessary, but not sufficient.

We can of course automate that type of file checking: use a script to 

search the directory structures and report which files are present.

Inconsistencies will multiply with the scale and complexity of the project. 

etc., etc. … it’s so much better to collect the needed data properly than try to 

fix errors afterwards.

This questionnaire is missing because the RA forgot to bring a copy … 

should we invite the participant back?

There’s a file in this person’s directory named s_span but not sspan; 

should I consider that just a typo and change its name?

We’re all human; mistakes and surprises will happen. The goal is not 

to eliminate all errors, but to minimize their likelihood and severity.

How? Checklists and SOPs.



Checklists?

Why? Pilot and Jumpmasters are smart, educated, and experienced; can’t we just trust them to do things right? 

My husband was a Jumpmaster. He had to know all the parachute and harness parts, how 

to tell if each was in working order, safety procedures, etc. He took courses and passed 

tests proving he knew all the details.

sensible: you don’t want just anyone telling you it’s ok to jump out of a plane.

But even after being fully qualified, he didn’t rely on his memory or invent his own system for 

checking jumpers: he used a standard checklist. Pilots had checklists, too.

Well, no. Expert humans are still human; we all miss things. Strictly following well-designed checklists is a practical 

way to increase the chances that critical steps are completed every time.

I think checklists are more accepted for parachutists and pilots because the consequences of failure are 

so obvious and immediate, but they’re serious for us, too: 

… an unusable dataset is a tremendous waste of time and money.

Yes, I mean to follow and physically mark a checklist for every single participant.

if you (or your RAs) need convincing, consider:



There’s no perfect or all-purpose checklist. Start with what you think are the key steps and critical information for your 

experiment, then update as needed. (something missed with a participant? add it to the checklist!) 

It can work well to print a 

copy of the checklist for 

each participant; scan and 

archive afterwards.

Aim is for everyone to 

know that checklists are 

not optional; a sign of 

project importance, not 

lack of trust.



Beyond Checklists: SOPs (“Standard Operating Procedures”)

SOPs explain how to do the steps listed on the 

checklists: recruitment, running the experiment, 

data storage, generating reports, etc.

SOP detail should increase with the number of 

people and time involved in data collection. 

But every neuroimaging dataset has key 

procedures and settings – if an experiment is 

important enough to be run, it should have 

an SOP.

… I think every dataset release should 

include its SOP.



Practical QC Strategy: Don’t click if you can script

A bit of scripting can make a big difference is how quickly errors are caught (and reducing how many are created).

Concrete example: converting eprime files to text.

1: click through box to the “raw” directory for the 

person, select, then download the files.

did I name the 

converted file correctly?
did I drag it into the 

correct directory?

2: open each in eprime, click the menu conversion 

option, and save locally with the new name.

3: click through box to the person’s “preprocessed” 

directory and drag the converted files to upload.

should I do it 

again to be sure?

This works … but is incredibly tedious, slow, and error-prone: a 

perfect candidate for scripting.



This R script replaces all of that clicking!

1: navigate to the template script file in git; make 

a local copy if needed.

2: open the script in R and set the three variables 
at the top of the template (on.computer, 

sub.ID, which.DMCC) for the current person.

3: run the script, watching for error messages.
success message, 

so all is ok

Why am I more confident of success with the scripted procedure? 

Like the checklists and SOPs, these standard template scripts are part of the dataset; saved (and later 

potentially released) to increase reproducibility.

eprime conversion steps using the script:

Practical QC Strategy: Don’t click if you can script

Because it was designed to fail if something is not exactly correct (and updated whenever a problem 

or oversight is found).

https://wustl.box.com/v/OHBM2019EtzelQC TEMPLATE_eprimeEVTs.R

For example: the input file name and box source directory is specified in this template code, so a typo will be  

immediately caught (file missing?). Important file contents can also be tested (e.g., is the start time plausible?).



Practical QC Strategy: Pull out what’s most important or diagnostic for you

Alternative: make summary files (using knitr or 

another dynamic report generation tool) for what 

you think are the most important or diagnostic 

metrics for the particular experiment; consult the full 

reports as needed. 

Even the best automatically-generated summary won’t be 

used if it’s too long or difficult to navigate.

… fMRIPrep reports for a single DMCC participant are > 50 

pages; impossible to quickly survey across runs or people.

… XNAT BIRN QA reports have useful summaries, but 

clicking through every run is tedious.

Yes, this is whiny, but practicality and human nature 

matter. I can’t efficiently or accurately compare across 

thousands of QC report pages.

a few concrete examples



Practical QC Strategy: Pull out what’s most important or diagnostic for you

example #1: SUBID_fMRI_movementSummary.pdf (https://wustl.box.com/v/OHBM2019EtzelQC GLM templates)

movement regressor & 

FD plots for each run, 

showing censored 

frames in relation to our 

task blocks.

3-slice views of mean, 

SD, and tSNR volumes 

for each run.

Table listing total 

numbers of 

censored frames.



The plots for each task and run are 

collected into a single, more 

interpretable report.

Practical QC Strategy: Pull out what’s most important or diagnostic for you

example #1: SUBID_fMRI_movementSummary.pdf (https://wustl.box.com/v/OHBM2019EtzelQC GLM templates)



Practical QC Strategy: Pull out what’s most important or diagnostic for you

example #2: SUBID_fMRI_behavioralSummary.pdf (at https://github.com/ccplabwustl/dualmechanisms) 

Plots showing the time, 

type, response, and 

accuracy of every trial.

Key single-subject 

performance statistics 

in graphs and tables.

Checks that the expected number and 

types of trials were presented in each 

task.



Those were dynamic reports: pdfs compiled from knitr code templates.

What is “dynamic report generation”? 

A bit like Jupyter notebooks (mixed code 

and text in a single source file), but 

compiled to produce a static document.

Practical QC Strategy: Dynamic Report Generation

Dynamic report generation is not restricted to R, LaTeX, or pdfs: other 

language options exist for the code (e.g., python), text (e.g., markdown), 

and the output (e.g., html).

(I really like R and knitr, and will be giving a “lightning talk” on them in 

the open science room Tuesday – ask me for more!)

https://yihui.name/knitr/

NIfTI images read in an R code

loop, plotted with a function 

(code at mvpa.blogspot.com, knitr tag)

LaTeX descriptions and headers 



Practical QC Strategy: Dynamic Report Generation

Dynamic (knitr) documents serve the same purpose, but have major advantages for reproducibility: the 

source of images, tables, and figures can be checked, and much more efficiently updated.

The confirmation is much easier (and 

unambiguous) with the knitr … if both the 
compiled .pdf and source .rnw files are 

kept together.

In that 2007 study I summarized results for my collaborators by copy-pasting images and tables into Word.

Is that the correct 

image for this 

GLM contrast?

look in the corresponding .rnw code block and check if the correct contrast 

image path and thresholds were sent to the plotting function.

look in the Word document (or other notes) for a description of which image file 

corresponds to the contrast; open the statistic image as an overlay (e.g., in 

afni); apply the statistical threshold and slicing; compare to plotted image.



Practical QC Strategy: Automate report generation

It’s fine to compile several knitrs “by hand,” but not dozens at once: automate with templates.

Templates are normal knitr code, except that key variables are blank.

A “startHERE” script copies the templates and fills in their blanks, so to 

make a set of reports you change then run the startHERE script …

which generates the needed set of directories with ready-to-compile .rnw files ...

along with a script, which, when sourced, compiles all the knitrs and moves each 
resulting .pdf and .rnw to a single directory for easy checking and archiving.

We’ve found this process to work well: an expert initially writes and then maintains the scripts and 

templates, but anyone can generate the reports, and they can be altered for new projects.

https://wustl.box.com/v/OHBM2019EtzelQC /GLM templates/



Before running the key analyses, run a positive control: is a strong effect that must be present, actually present?

One of my favorites is button-pressing: we know when the person made a motor response, and M1’s location. 

If a GLM (or whatever) fit to the button presses doesn’t find motor activation, something is wrong!

… should I believe a cognitive effect that appears if the (presumably) stronger and focal motor effect does not?

Including controls in the standard (automated) reports make it easy to check any subject or group.

Practical QC Strategy: Control analyses

https://wustl.box.com/v/OHBM2019EtzelQC /DMCC3963378_analyses/GLMs_volume/DMCC3963378_Buttons_brains_censored.pdf



The positive control analyses are a powerful quality check of the dataset as a whole, especially when 

combined with scripts, automation, and dynamic report generation.

For this part of the knitr to be automatically created and have the expected activation:

R read the GLM output files from the expected locations, which means the afni scripts completed properly,

which mean the event onsets were specified correctly, which means the eprime files were processed, 

etc. etc. etc.which means the event files are in the expected location,

Practical QC Strategy: Control analyses

TENT coefficient increases in a left motor ROI at the proper time in all tasks and sessions.

I could make similar arguments about the fMRI image quality, preprocessing, subject behavior, etc.

https://wustl.box.com/v/OHBM2019EtzelQC /DMCC3963378_analyses/GLMs_volume/DMCC3963378_Buttons_Schaefer_censored.pdf



Some Final Dataset QC Thoughts

I started by stating that the goal of Dataset QC is to “verify that the dataset’s contents 

match its description”; something that must be true for a dataset to be usable.

Dataset QC is not a chore to be done once at the end of a project, but rather woven 

into all its stages: checklists, SOPs, scripts, dynamic reports, and control analyses 

are all valuable strategies to increase the chance of a high-quality dataset.

The consequences may not be as severe as for a failed parachute, but they are 

serious. I’ve been involved in projects in which problems were found late (fraud, 

missed artifacts, unacceptable movement, etc.), and recovery is slow and difficult, if 

possible at all.

There is no perfect solution; nothing that will guarantee a flawless dataset for every experiment. 

Instead, we should aim to create an environment in which problems are less likely to occur – and 

discovered quickly when they do – because surprises and errors will happen.
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Can it be useful to minimize error-checking, 

designing code to fail?

Yes: when the error requires immediate attention.

No: code should always complete, but with warning 

messages.



Is dynamic report generation only an option if 

using R?

Yes.

No.



Are control analyses (e.g., of motor responses) 

good practice for dataset QC?

Yes: they can help identify problems

No: GLMs should be run on the experimental questions 

only to avoid double-dipping

Sometimes: if a problem is suspected



Live Content Slide

When playing as a slideshow, this slide will display live content

Poll: What do you think of dynamic report generation?



basecamp 



more example knitrs: syntax coloring, 

formatted tables, rotated pages for 

longer graphs, itemized lists of text, 

captions, …



more example knitrs: parcel-average 

TENT GLM results, with brain images 

to show parcel locations.


